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Abstract

Dynamic programming algorithms have been successfully
applied to propositional stochastic planning problems by us-
ing compact representations, in particular algebraic decision
diagrams, to capture domain dynamics and value functions.
Work on symbolic dynamic programming lifted these ideas to
first order logic using several representation schemes. Recent
work introduced a first order variant of decision diagrams
(FODD) and developed a value iteration algorithm for this
representation. This paper develops several improvements
to the FODD algorithm that make the approach practical.
These include, new reduction operators that decrease the size
of the representation, several speedup techniques, and tech-
niques for value approximation. Incorporating these, the pa-
per presents a planning system, FODD-PLANNER, for solv-
ing relational stochastic planning problems. The system is
evaluated on several domains, including problems from the
recent international planning competition, and shows com-
petitive performance with top ranking systems. This is the
first demonstration of feasibility of this approach and it shows
that abstraction through compact representation is a promis-
ing approach to stochastic planning.

Introduction
Relational MDPs have been recently investigated as a for-
malism and tool to solve stochastic relational planning prob-
lems (Boutilier, Reiter, and Price 2001; Kersting, Otterlo,
and Raedt 2004;?; Gretton and Thiebaux 2004; Sanner and
Boutilier 2006; Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008) and sev-
eral of these use dynamic programming MDP algorithms to
derive solutions. The advantage of the relational representa-
tion is abstraction. One can plan at the abstract level without
grounding the domain, potentially leading to more efficient
algorithms. In addition, the solution at the abstract level
is optimal for every instantiation of the domain. However,
this approach raises some difficult computational issues be-
cause one must use theorem proving to reason at the abstract
level, and because optimal solutions at the abstract level can
be infinite in size. Following Boutilier, Reiter, and Price
(2001) several abstract versions of the value iteration (VI)
algorithm have been developed using different representa-
tion schemes. For example, approximate solutions based
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on linear function approximations have been developed
and successfully applied in several problems (Sanner 2008;
Sanner and Boutilier 2006).

An alternative representation is motivated by the suc-
cess of algebraic decision diagrams in solving propositional
MDPs (Hoey et al. 1999; St-Aubin, Hoey, and Boutilier
2000). Following this work, relational variants of deci-
sion diagrams have been defined and used for VI algorithms
(Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008; Sanner 2008). However
Sanner (2008) reports on an implementation that does not
scale well to large problems. Our previous work (Wang,
Joshi, and Khardon 2008) introduced First-order decision
diagrams (FODD), and developed algorithms and reduction
operators for them. However, the FODD representation
requires non-trivial operations for reductions (to maintain
small diagrams and efficiency) leading to difficulties with
implementation and scaling.

This paper develops several improvements to the FODD
algorithms that make the approach practical. These include
new reduction operators that decrease the size of the FODD
representation, several speedup techniques, and techniques
for value approximation. Incorporating these, the paper
presents FODD-PLANNER, a planning system for solving
relational stochastic planning problems. The system is eval-
uated on several domains, including problems from the re-
cent international planning competition, and shows compet-
itive performance with top ranking systems. To our knowl-
edge this is the first application of a pure relational VI algo-
rithm without linear function approximation to problems of
this scale. Our results demonstrate that abstraction through
compact representation is a promising approach to stochas-
tic planning.

Preliminaries
Relational Markov Decision Processes

A Markov decision process (MDP) is a mathematical model
of the interaction between an agent and its environment (Put-
erman 1994). Formally a MDP is a 4-tuple< S, A, T, R >
defining a set of statesS, set of actionsA, a transition func-
tion T defining the probabilityP (sj | si, a) of getting to
statesj from statesi on taking actiona, and an immedi-
ate reward functionR(s). The objective of solving a MDP
is to generate a policy that maximizes the agent’s total, ex-



pected, discounted, reward. Intuitively, the expected util-
ity or value of a state is equal to the reward obtained in the
state plus the discounted value of the state reached by the
best action in the state. This is captured by the Bellman
equation asV (s) = Maxa[R(s) + γΣs′P (s′|s, a)V (s′)].
The value iteration algorithm is a dynamic programming al-
gorithm that treats the Bellman equation as an update rule
and iteratively updates the value of every state until con-
vergence. Once the optimal value function is known, a
policy can be generated by assigning to each state the ac-
tion that maximizes expected value. Hoey et al. (1999)
showed that ifR(s), P (s′ | s, a) and V (s) can be rep-
resented using algebraic decision diagrams (ADDs), then
value iteration can be performed entirely using the ADD
representation thereby avoiding the need to enumerate the
state space. Later Boutilier, Reiter, and Price (2001) de-
veloped the Symbolic Dynamic Programming (SDP) algo-
rithm in the context of situation calculus. This algorithm
provided a framework for dynamic programming solutions
to Relational MDPs that was later employed in several for-
malisms and systems (Kersting, Otterlo, and Raedt 2004;
Höolldobler, Karabaev, and Skvortsova 2006; Sanner 2008;
Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008). One of the important
ideas in SDP was to represent stochastic actions as deter-
ministic alternatives under nature’s control. This helps seg-
regate regression over deterministic action alternativesfrom
the probabilities of action effects. This segregation is neces-
sary when transition functions are represented as relational
schemas. The basic outline of the relational value iteration
algorithm is as follows:

1. Regression: Regress then − 1 step-to-go value function
V n−1 over every deterministic variantaj

i of every action
ai to produceRegV j

i

2. Add Action Variants: Generate the Q-functionQRega
i

= ΣjPr(aj
i )RegV j

i for each actionai

3. Object Maximization: Maximize over the action param-
eters ofQRega

i to produceQai for each actionai, thus
obtaining the value achievable by the best ground instan-
tiation ofai.

4. Maximize over Actions: Generate then step-to-go value
functionV n = Maxi[R(S) + γQai ]

First Order Decision Diagrams

This section briefly reviews previous work on FODDs and
their use for relational MDPs (Wang, Joshi, and Khardon
2008). We use standard terminology from first order logic
(Lloyd 1987). A First order decision diagram is a labeled di-
rected acyclic graph, where each non-leaf node has exactly
2 outgoing edges labeledtrue andfalse . The non-
leaf nodes are labeled by atoms generated from a predeter-
mined signature of predicates, constants and an enumerable
set of variables. Leaf nodes have non-negative numeric val-
ues. The signature also defines a total order on atoms, and
the FODD is ordered with every parent smaller than the child
according to that order. Two examples of FODDs are given
in Figure 1; in these and all diagrams in the paper left going
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Figure 1: An example FODD

edges represent thetrue branches and right edges are the
false branches.

Thus, a FODD is similar to a formula in first order logic.
Its meaning is similarly defined relative to interpretations
of the symbols. Aninterpretationdefines a domain of ob-
jects, identifies each constant with an object, and specifies
a truth value of each predicate over these objects. In the
context of relational MDPs, an interpretation represents a
state of the world with the objects and relations among them.
Given a FODD and an interpretation, avaluation assigns
each variable in the FODD to an object in the interpreta-
tion. Following Groote and Tveretina (2003), the seman-
tics of FODDs are defined as follows. IfB is a FODD
andI is an interpretation, a valuationζ that assigns a do-
main element ofI to each variable inB fixes the truth
value of every node atom inB under I. The FODDB
can then be traversed in order to reach a leaf. The value
of the leaf is denotedMapB(I, ζ). MapB(I) is then de-
fined asmaxζMapB(I), i.e. an aggregation ofMapB(I, ζ)
over all valuationsζ. For example, consider the FODD in
Figure 1(a) and the interpretationI with objectsa, b and
where the only true atoms arep(a), q(b). The valuations
{x/a, y/a}, {x/a, y/b}, {x/b, y/a}, and{x/b, y/b}, will
produce the values0, 1, 0, 0 respectively. By themax aggre-
gation semantics,MapB(I) = max{0, 1, 0, 0} = 1. Thus,
this FODD is equivalent to the formula∃x, y, p(x) ∧ q(y).
In general,max aggregation yields existential quantification
when leaves are binary. When using numerical values we
can similarly capture value functions for relational MDPs.

Akin to ADDs, FODDs can be combined under arith-
metic operations, and reduced in order to remove redundan-
cies. Groote and Tveretina (2003) introduced four reduc-
tion operators (R1· · · R4) and these were augmented with
five more (R5· · · R9) (Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008).
Intuitively, redundancies in FODDs arise in two different
ways. The first, observes that some edges may never be
traversed by any valuation. Reduction operators for such
redundancies are called strong reduction operators. The sec-
ond requires more subtle analysis: there may be parts of the
FODD that are traversed under some valuations but because
of the max aggregation, the valuations that traverse those
parts are never instrumental in determining the map. Opera-
tors for such redundancies are called weak reductions opera-
tors. Strong reductions preserveMapB(I, ζ) for every valu-
ationζ (thereby preservingMapB(I)) and weak reductions
preserveMapB(I) but not necessarilyMapB(I, ζ) for ev-
ery ζ. Using this classification R1-R5 are strong reductions
and R6-R9 are weak reductions. Another subtlety arises be-



cause for RMDP domains we may have some background
knowledge about the predicates in the domain. For exam-
ple, in the blocks world, if blocka is clear thenon(x, a) is
false for all values ofx. We denote suchbackground knowl-
edgeby B and allow reductions to rely on such knowledge.
Below, we discuss operator R7 in some detail because of its
relevance to the next section.

We use the following notation. Ife is an edge from noden
to nodem, then source(e) = n, target(e) = m and sibling(e)
is the other edge out ofn. For noden, the symbolsn↓t and
n↓f denote thetrue andfalse edges out ofn respec-
tively. l(n) denotes the atom associated with noden. Node
formulas (NF) and edge formulas (EF) are defined recur-
sively as follows. For a noden labeledl(n) with incoming
edgese1, . . . , ek, the node formula NF(n) = (∨iEF(ei)).
The edge formula for thetrue outgoing edge ofn is
EF(n↓t) = NF(n) ∧ l(n). The edge formula for thefalse
outgoing edge ofn is EF(n↓f ) = NF(n)∧¬l(n). These for-
mulas, where all variables are existentially quantified, cap-
ture the conditions under which a node or edge are reached.
Similarly, if B is a FODD andp is a path from the root to a
leaf in B, then the path formula forp, denoted by PF(p) is
the conjunction of literals alongp. The variables ofp, are
denoted~xp. When ~xp are existentially quantified, satisfia-
bility of PF(p) under an interpretationI is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the pathp to be traversed by some
valuation underI. If ζ is such a valuation, then we define
PathB(I, ζ) = p. The leaf reached by pathp is denoted as
leaf(p). We let PF(p)\Lit denote the path formula of pathp
with the literalLit removed (if it was present) from the con-
junction. Letnn↓t .lit = l(n) andnn↓f .lit = ¬l(n). FODD
combination under the subtract operation is denoted by the
binary operator⊖.
The R7 Reduction: Intuitively, given a FODDB, edgese1

ande2 in B, if for every valuation going through edgee2,
there always is another valuation going downe1 that gives a
better value, we can replace target(e2) by 0 without affect-
ing MapB(I) for any interpretationI. R7 formalizes this
notion with a number of conditions. For example:
(P7.2) : B |= ∀~u, [[∃~w, EF(e2)] → [∃~v, EF(e1)]] where
~u are the variables that appear in bothtarget(e1) and
target(e2), and~v, ~w are the remaining variables in EF(e1),
EF(e2) respectively. This condition requires that for ev-
ery valuationζ1 that reachese2 there is a valuationζ2 that
reachese1 such thatζ1 andζ2 agree on all variables that ap-
pear in bothtarget(e1) andtarget(e2). (V7.3) : all leaves
in D = target(e1) ⊖ target(e2) have non-negative values,
denoted asD ≥ 0. In this case for any fixed valuation it is
better to followe1 instead ofe2. (S1) : There is no path from
the root to a leaf that contains bothe1 ande2.

The operator R7-replace(b, e1, e2) replacestarget(e2)
with a0 and the operator R7-drop(e1, e2) drops the nodeq =
source(e2) and connects its parents totarget(sibling(e2)).
It is safe to perform R7-replace when(P7.2) , (V7.3) , and
(S1) hold. Several other conditions exist allowing safe ap-
plicability for R7-replace and R7-drop but we omit the de-
tails due to space constraints.

R7 captures the fundamental intuition behind weak reduc-
tions and hence is widely applicable. Unfortunately it is
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Figure 2: Example of R10 reduction

also very expensive to run. R7-replace conditions have to
be tested for all pairs of edges in the diagram. Each test re-
quires theorem proving with disjunctive first order formulas.

VI with FODDs
In previous work we showed how to capture the reward func-
tion and domain dynamics using FODDs and presented a
value iteration algorithm along the lines described in the last
section. All operations (regression,plus, times, max) that
are needed in the algorithm can be performed by combining
FODDs. To keep the diagram size manageable FODDs have
to be reduced at every step. One of the advantages of this
algorithm is that due to the semantics of FODDs, the step
of Object Maximization comes for free. However, efficient
and successful reductions are the key to this procedure. The
reductions existing so far do not provide sufficient coverage
and, as discussed for R7, can be expensive to apply. Thus
the set of reductions was not sufficient for practical applica-
tion of the value iteration algorithm. In the next section we
present new reduction operations and speedup techniques to
make value iteration practical.

Additional Reduction Operators
The R10 Reduction
A path in FODDB is dominated if whenever a valuation
traverses it, there is always another valuation traversingan-
other path and reaching a leaf of greater or equal value. Now
if all paths through an edgee are dominated, then no valu-
ation crossing that edge will ever determine the map under
max aggregation semantics. In such cases we can replace
target(e) by a 0 leaf. This is the basic intuition behind the
R10 operation.

Although its objective is the same as that of R7-replace,
R10 is faster to compute and has two advantages over
R7-replace. First, because paths can be ranked by the value
of the leaf they reach, we can perform a single ranking
and check for all dominated paths (and hence all dominated
edges). Hence, while all other reduction operators are lo-
cal, R10 is a global reduction. Second, the theorem proving
required for R10 is always on conjunctive formulas with ex-
istentially quantified variables. This gives a speedup over
R7-replace. Figure 2 shows an example of one pass of R10
on a FODD. Here R10 is able to identify one path (shown
along a curved indicator line) that dominates all other paths.



To preserve the map, only this one path needs to be pre-
served. This is reflected in the resultant FODD produced.
To achieve the same reduction, R7-replace takes 2-3 passes
depending on the order of application. Since every pass
of R7-replace has to check for implication of edge formu-
las for every pair of edges, this can be expensive. On the
other hand, there are cases where R10 is not applicable but
R7-replace is.

Procedure 1 R10(B)

1. LetE be the set of all edges inB
2. LetP = [p1, p2 · · · pn] be the list of all paths from the root

to a leaf inB, sorted in descending order by the value of
the leaf reached by the path. Thusp1 is a path reaching
the highest leaf andpn is a path reaching the lowest leaf.

3. For j = 1 to n, do the following
(a) LetEpj

be the set of edges onpj

(b) If ¬∃i, i < j such thatB |= (∃ ~xpj , PF(pj)) → (∃ ~xpi ,
PF(pi)), then setE = E − Epj

4. For every edgee ∈ E, set target(e) = 0 in B

Theorem 1 Let B be any FODD. IfB′ = R10(B) then∀
interpretationsI, MapB(I) = MapB′(I)

The theorem is proved by defining a notion of instrumental
paths that determine the map for some interpretations and
showing that edges on instrumental paths are not removed.
The details are omitted due to space constraints.

The R11 Reduction
Consider the FODDB in Figure 1(a). Clearly, with no back-
ground knowledge this diagram cannot be reduced. Now
assume that the background knowledgeB contains a rule
∀x, [q(x) → p(x)]. In this case if there exists a valuation
that reaches the1 leaf, there must be another such valuation
ζ that agrees on the values ofx andy. ζ dominates the other
valuations under themax aggregation semantics. The back-
ground knowledge rule implies that forζ, the test at the root
node is redundant. However, we cannot set the left child
of the root to 0 since the entire digram will be eliminated.
Therefore R7 is not applicable, and similarly none of the
other existing reductions is applicable. Yet similar situations
arise often in runs of the value iteration algorithm.1 We in-
troduce the R11 reduction operator that can handle such sit-
uations. R11 reduces the FODD in Figure 1(a) to the FODD
in Figure 1(b)

Let B be a FODD,n a node inB, e an edge such that
e ∈ {n↓t, n↓f}, e′ = sibling(e) (so that whene = n↓t,
e′ = n↓f and vice versa), andP the set of all paths from
the root to a non-zero leaf going through edgee. Then the
R11(B, n, e) reduction drops noden from diagramB and

1This happens naturally, without the artificial background
knowledge used for our example. The main reason is that standard-
izing apart (which is discussed further below) introduces multiple
renamed copies of the same atoms in the different diagrams. When
the diagrams are added, many of the atoms are redundant but some
are not removed by old operators. These atoms may end up in a
parent-child relation with weak implication from child to parent,
similar to the example given.

connects its parents to target(e). R11 preserves the map
when the following conditions are satisfied.

Condition 1 target(e′) = 0

Condition 2 ∀p ∈ P , B |= [∃ ~xp, PF(p)\ne.lit ∧ ne′

.lit] →
[∃ ~xp, PF(p)]

Theorem 2 If B′ = R11(B, n, e), and conditions 1 and 2
hold, then∀ interpretationsI, MapB(I) = MapB′(I)

Proof: Let I be any interpretation and letZ be the set of all
valuations. We can divideZ into three disjoint sets depend-
ing on the path taken by valuations inB underI. Ze - the
set of all valuations crossing edgee, Ze′

- the set of all valu-
ations crossing edgee′ andZother - the set of valuations not
reaching noden. We analyze the behavior of the valuations
in these sets underI.

• Since structurally the only difference betweenB andB′ is
that inB′ noden is bypassed, all paths from the root to a
leaf that do not cross noden remain untouched. Therefore
∀ζ ∈ Zother, MapB(I, ζ) = MapB′(I, ζ).

• Since, in B′ the parents of noden are connected to
target(e), all valuations crossing edgee and reaching
target(e) in B under I will be unaffected inB′ and
will, therefore, produce the same map. Thus∀ζ ∈ Ze,
MapB(I, ζ) = MapB′(I, ζ).

• Now, let m denote the node target(e) in B. UnderI, all
valuations inZe′

will reach the0 leaf in B but they will
cross nodem in B′. Depending on the leaf reached af-
ter crossing nodem, the setZe′

can be further divided
into 2 disjoint subsets.Ze′

zero - the set of valuations reach-
ing a 0 leaf andZe′

nonzero - the set of valuations reach-
ing a non-zero leaf. Clearly∀ζ ∈ Ze′

zero, MapB(I, ζ) =
MapB′(I, ζ).

By the structure ofB, everyζ ∈ Ze′

nonzero, traverses some
p ∈ P , that is, (PF(p)\ne.lit ∧ ne′

.lit)ζ is true inI. Con-
dition 2 states that for every suchζ, there is another val-
uationη such that (PF(p))η is true inI, soη traverses the
same path. However, every such valuationη must belong
to the setZe by the definition of the setZe. In other
words, inB′ every valuation inZe′

nonzero is dominated by
some valuation inZe.

From the above argument we conclude that inB′ underI,
every valuation either produces the same map as inB or is
dominated by some other valuation. Under the max aggre-
gation semantics, therefore,MapB(I) = MapB′(I).

Subtracting Apart
Consider the FODDB in Figure 3. Intuitively a weak reduc-
tion is applicable on this diagram because of the following
argument. Consider a valuationζ = {x\1,y\2,z\3} crossing
edgee2 under interpretationI. ThenI |= B →¬p(1)∧p(2).
Therefore there must be a valuationη = {x \ 2, z \ 3} (and
any value fory), that crosses edgee1. Now depending on
the truth value ofI |= B → q(1) andI |= B → q(2), we
have four possibilities of whereζ andη would reach after
crossing the nodes target(e2) and target(e1) respectively. In
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Figure 3: Sub-Apart

all cases,MapB(I, η) ≥ MapB(I, ζ). Therefore we should
be able to replace target(e2) by a 0 leaf. A similar argu-
ment shows that we should also be able to drop the node
source(e2). Surprisingly, though, none of the R7 conditions
apply in this case and this diagram cannot be reduced. On
closer inspection we find that the reason for this is that the
conditions(P7.2) and (V7.3) are too restrictive.(V7.3)
holds but(P7.2) requires valuations to agree on the value
of x andz and this does not hold. However, from our ar-
gument above, forη to dominateζ, the two valuations need
not agree on the value ofx. We observe that if we rename
variablex so that its instances are different in the subFODDs
rooted at target(e1) and target(e2) (i.e. we standardized apart
w.r.t. x) then both(P7.2) and (V7.3) go through and the
diagram can be reduced. To address this problem, we intro-
duce a new FODD subtraction algorithmsub-apart. Given
diagramsB1 andB2 the algorithm tries to standardize apart
as many of their common variables as possible, while keep-
ing the conditionB1 ⊖ B2 ≥ 0 true. The algorithm returns
a 2-tuple{T, V }, whereT is a boolean variable indicating
whether the combination can produce a diagram that has no
negative leaves when all variables except the ones inV are
standardized apart.

Procedure 2 sub-apart(A, B)

1. If A andB are both leaves return{A − B ≥ 0?, {}}
2. If l(A) < l(B), let

(a) {L, V1} = sub-apart(target(A↓t), B)
(b) {R, V2} = sub-apart(target(A↓f), B)

Return{L ∧ R, V1 ∪ V2}

3. If l(A) > l(B), let
(a) {L, V1} = sub-apart(A, target(B↓t))
(b) {R, V2} = sub-apart(A, target(B↓f ))

Return{L ∧ R, V1 ∪ V2}

4. If l(A) = l(B), let V be the variables ofA (or B). Let
(a) {LL, V3} = sub-apart(target(A↓t), target(B↓t))
(b) {RR, V4} = sub-apart(target(A↓f), target(B↓f ))
(c) {LR, V5} = sub-apart(target(A↓t), target(B↓f ))
(d) {RL, V6} = sub-apart(target(A↓f), target(B↓t)
(e) If LL ∧ RR = false, return{false, V3 ∪ V4}

(f) If LR ∧ RL = false return{true, V ∪ V3 ∪ V4}

(g) Return{true, V3 ∪ V4 ∪ V5 ∪ V6}

The next theorem shows that the procedure is correct. The
variables common toB1 andB2 are denoted by~u andB ~w

denotes the combination diagram ofB1 andB2 under the
subtract operation when all variables except the ones in~w
are standardized apart. Letn1 andn2 be the roots nodes of
B1 andB2 respectively.

Theorem 3 sub-apart(n1, n2) = {true, ~v} impliesB~v con-
tains no negative leaves and sub-apart(n1, n2) = {false,~v}
implies¬∃~w such that~w ⊆ ~u andB ~w contains no negative
leaves.

The theorem is proved by indunction on the sum of num-
ber of nodes in the diagrams. The details are omitted due to
space constraints. The theorem shows that the algorithm is
correct but does not guarantee minimality. In fact, the small-
est set of variables~w for B ~w to have no negative leaves may
not be unique (Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008). One can
also show that the output of sub-apart may not be minimal.
In principle, one can use a greedy procedure that standard-
izes apart one variable at a time and arrives at a minimal set
~w. However, althoughsub-apartdoes not produce a min-
imal set, we prefer it to the greedy approach because it is
fast and often generates a small set~w in practice. We can
now define new conditions for applicability of R7:(V7.3S)
: sub-apart(target(e1), target(e2)) = {true, V1} and(P7.2S)
: B |= ∀ V1, [[∃~w, EF(e2)] → [∃~v, EF(e1)]] where as above
and ~v, ~w are the remaining variables (i.e. not inV1) in
EF(e1), EF(e2) respectively. One can verify that conditions
(P7.2S) , (V7.3S) subsume the previous conditions, as well
as other conditions for applicability of R7-replace. Similar
simplification occurs for the conditions of R7-drop. Thus the
use of sub-apart both simplifies the conditions to be tested
and provides more opportunities for reductions. We use the
new conditions with sub-apart (instead of the old conditions)
whenever testing for applicability of R7.

More Speedup Techniques
Not Standardizing Apart
Recall that the FODD-based VI algorithm must add func-
tions represented by FODDs (in Steps 2 and 4) and take the
maximum over functions represented by FODDs (in Step 4).
Since the individual functions are independent functions of
the state, the variables of different functions are not related
to one another. Therefore, before adding or maximizing, the
algorithm in (Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008) standardizes
apart the diagrams - that is, all variables in the diagrams are
given new names so they do not constrain each other. On
the other hand, since the different diagrams are structurally
related this often introduces redundancies (in the form of re-
named copies of the same atoms) that must be be removed
by reduction operators. However, our reduction operators
are not ideal and avoiding this step can lead to significant
speedup in the system. Here we observe that for maximiza-
tion (in Step 4) standardizing apart is not needed and there-
fore can be avoided.

Theorem 4 LetB1 andB2 be FODDs. LetB be the result
of combiningB1 and B2 under themax operation when
B1 and B2 are standardized apart. LetB′ be the result



of combiningB1 and B2 under themax operation when
B1 andB2 are not standardized apart.∀ interpretationsI,
MapB(I) = MapB′(I).

The theorem is proved by showing that for anyI a valuation
for the maximizing diagram can be completed into a valua-
tion over the combined diagram giving the same value. The
details are omitted due to space constraints.

Value Approximation
Reductions help keep the diagrams small in size by remov-
ing redundancies but when the truen step-to-go value func-
tion itself is large, legal reductions cannot help. There are
domains where the true value function is unbounded. For
example in the tireworld domain from the international plan-
ning competition, where the goal is always to get the vehicle
to a destination city, one can have a chain of cities linked to
one another up to the destination. This chain can be of any
length. Therefore when the value function is represented us-
ing state abstraction, it must be unbounded. Sanner (2008)
observes that SDP-like algorithms are less effective on do-
mains where the dynamics lead to such transitive structure
and every iteration of value iteration increases the size ofthe
n step-to-go value function. In other cases the value func-
tion is not infinite but is simply too large to manipulate effi-
ciently. When this happens we can resort to approximation
keeping as much of the structure of the value function as
possible while maintaining efficiency. One must be care-
ful about the tradeoff here. Without approximation runtimes
can be prohibitive and too much approximation causes loss
of structure and value. We next present two methods to get
approximations.

Not Standardizing Apart Action Variants
Standardizing apart of action variant diagrams before adding
them is required for the correctness of the FODD based VI
algorithm. That is, if we do not standardize apart action vari-
ant diagrams before adding them, value may be lost (Wang,
Joshi, and Khardon 2008). Intuitively, this is true since dif-
ferent paths in the value function share atoms and variables.
Now, for a fixed action, the best variable binding and cor-
responding value for different action variants may be differ-
ent. Thus, if the variables are forced to be the same for the
variants, we may rule out viable combinations of value. On
the other hand, the value obtained is a lower bound on the
true value. This is because every path in the diagram result-
ing from not standardizing apart is present in the diagram
resulting from standardizing apart. We call this approxima-
tion methodnon-std-apartand use it as a heuristic to speed
up computation. Although this heuristic may cause loss of
structure in the representation of the value function, we have
observed that in practice it gives significant speedup while
maintaining most of the relevant structure.

Merging Leaves
The use of FODDs also allows us to approximate the value
function in a simple and controlled way. Here we followed
the approximation techniques of SPUDD (St-Aubin, Hoey,
and Boutilier 2000) where they were used for propositional

problems. The idea is to reduce the size of the diagram by
merging substructures that have similar values. One way of
doing this is to merge leaves that are within a certain dis-
tance of each other. Another way is to just reduce the pre-
cision of the leaves. We experimented with both techniques.
The granularity of approximation, however, becomes an ex-
tra parameter for the system and has to be chosen carefully.

Experimental Results
We made two additional extensions to the basic algorithm:

• The basic algorithm does not allow actions costs because
they may lead to diagrams with negative leaves. We note
that action costs can be supported as long as there is at
least one zero cost action. To see this recall the VI algo-
rithm. The appropriate place to add action costs is just
before the Object Maximization step. However, because
this step is followed by maximizing over the action dia-
grams, if at least one action has0 cost (if not we can cre-
ate anop action), the resultant diagram after maximiza-
tion will never have negative leaves. Therefore we safely
convert negative leaves before the maximization step to0
and thereby avoid conflict with the reduction procedures.

• Our value iteration algorithm cannot handle universal
goals. We can handle ground conjunctive goals but in
some sense this defeats the purpose (unless the goal is
generic) because we would be solving for each con-
crete ground goal separately. We therefore follow Sanner
(2008) and use an approximation of the true value func-
tion, that results from a simple additive decomposition of
the goal predicates. Thus we plan separately for a generic
version of each predicate. Then at execution time, when
given a concrete goal, we approximate the true value func-
tion by the sum of the generic versions over each ground
goal predicate. This is clearly not an exact calculation and
will not work in every case. On the other hand, it consid-
erably extends the scope of the technique and works well
in many situations.

We implemented the FODD-PLANNER system, plan exe-
cution routines and evaluation routines under Yap Prolog
5.1.2. Our implementation uses a simple theorem prover
making use of the Prolog engine for its search, and sup-
porting background knowledge by state flooding. That is, to
proveB |= X → Y , whereX is a ground conjunction, we
use the Prolog engine to find and add toX all atoms prov-
able fromX . We then assert the revisedX to the database
and use the Prolog engine to proveY . Because of our re-
stricted language, the reasoning problem is decidable and
our theorem prover is complete. We use all reductions ex-
cept R7-replace. Reductions were applied every time two di-
agrams are combined. For each domain, we constructed by
hand background knowledge restricting arguments of pred-
icates (e.g. a box can only be at one city in any time so
Bin(b, c1), Bin(b, c2) → (c1 = c2)). This is useful in the
process of simplifying diagrams.

We ran experiments on a standard benchmark problem
as well as probabilistic planning domains from the interna-
tional planning competitions held in 2004 and 2006. We
restricted planning time to 4 hours in order to make a fair



Coverage Time (ms) Reward
GPT 100% 2220 57.66

Policy Iteration with
policy language bias 46.66% 60466 36
Re-Engg NMRDPP 10% 290830 -387.7

FODD-Planner 100% 65000 47.3

Figure 4: fileworld domain results

comparison with other offline planners in the competitions.
All experiments were run on a Linux machine with an In-
tel Pentium D processor running at 3 GHz, with 2 GB of
memory. All timings, rewards and plan-lengths we report
are averages over 30 rounds. Next we present results on
three domains.

The Logistics Benchmark Problem
This is the boxworld problem introduced by Boutilier, Re-
iter, and Price (2001) that has been used as a standard ex-
ample for exact solution methods for relational MDPs. The
domain consists of boxes, cities and trucks. The objective is
to get certain boxes to certain cities by loading, unloading
and driving. For the benchmark problem, the goal is the ex-
istence of a box in Paris. The load and unload actions have
probabilities of success that depend on whether it is raining
or not. One important assumption made in this domain is
that all cities are reachable from each other. This assumption
makes it a domain without transitive structure. Like ReBel
(Kersting, Otterlo, and Raedt 2004) and FOADD (Sanner
2008) we are able to solve this MDP and identify all relevant
partitions of the optimal value function and in fact the value
function converges after 10 iterations. In terms of run time
the FODD-PLANNER without approximation is slower than
ReBel but using approximation, with merging leaves within
resolution 0.1 from each other, the runtimes are comparable.

The Fileworld Domain
This domain was part of the probabilistic track of IPC-4
(2004) (http://ls5-web.cs.uni-dortmund.de/∼edelkamp/ipc-
4/). The domain consists of files and folders. Every file
obtains a random assignment to a folder at execution time
and the goal is to place each file in its assigned folder. There
is a cost of 100 to handle a folder and a cost of 1 to place
a file in a folder. Results have been published for one prob-
lem instance which consisted of thirty files and five fold-
ers. The optimal policy for this domain is to first get the
assignments of files to folders and then handle each folder
once, placing all files that were assigned to it. Since the
goal is conjunctive we used the additive goal decomposi-
tion discussed above. We were able to plan for a generic
goalfiled(a) and use the policy to solve for any number of
files. This domain is ideal for abstract solvers since the opti-
mal value function and policy are compact and can be found
quickly. The FODD-PLANNER was able to achieve conver-
gence within 4 iterations even without approximation. The
policy was generated in less than a minute. Of the 6 systems
that competed on this track, results have been published for
3 on the website cited above. Figure 4 compares the perfor-

mance of FODD-PLANNER to the others. We observe that
we rank ahead of all except GPT in terms of total reward
and coverage (both FODD-PLANNER and GPT achieve full
coverage). We do not get perfect reward in spite of a con-
verged exact value function because of the additive decom-
position of rewards. The policy generated is optimal for one
file but it is still a heuristic for many files.
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Figure 5: Result of tireworld experiments

The Tireworld Domain
This domain was part of the probabilistic track of IPC-5
(2006) (http://www.ldc.usb.ve/∼bonet/ipc5/). The domain
consists of a network of locations (or cities). A vehicle



starts from one city and moves from city to city with the
objective of reaching a destination city. Moves can only be
made between cities that are directly connected by a road.
However, on any move the vehicle may lose a tire with 40%
probability. Some cities have a spare tire that can be loaded
onto the vehicle. If the vehicle contains a spare tire, the flat
tire can be changed with 50% success probability. This do-
main is simple but not trivial owing to the possibility of a
complex network topology and high probabilities of failure.
Participants at IPC-5 competed over 15 problem instances
on this domain. To limit offline planning time we restricted
FODD-PLANNER to 7 iterations without any approximation
for the first 3 iterations and with the non-std-apart approxi-
mation for the remaining iterations. We did not use merging
of leaves. The policy was generated in 2.5 hours. The per-
formance of FODD-PLANNER and systems competing in
the probabilistic track of IPC-5, for which, data is published
on the website cited above, is summarized in Figure 5. The
figure shows a comparison of the percentage of problem in-
stances each planner was able to solve (coverage), the aver-
age time per instance taken by each planner to generate an
online solution, and the average number of actions taken by
each planner to reach the goal on every instance. We ob-
serve that the overall performance of FODD-PLANNER is
competitive with (and in a few cases better than) the other
systems. Runtimes to generate online solutions are high for
FODD-PLANNER but are comparable to FOALP which is
the only other first-order planner. On the other hand, in com-
parison with the other systems, we are able to achieve high
coverage and short plans on most of the problems.

Above we present the performance of all improvements
simultaneously. In general, different improvements are use-
ful for different contexts, so it is hard to quantify the contri-
butions of each component (reductions, sub-apart, approxi-
mations) separately. For example, merging leaves is crucial
for efficiency in the logistics domain but does not help in
tireworld. A quantitative illustration of performance across
domains will be provided in the full version of the paper.

Conclusion and Future Work
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of
FODD-PLANNER, a relational planning system based on
First Order Decision Diagrams. This is the first plan-
ning system that uses lifted algebraic decision diagrams as
its representation language and successfully solves plan-
ning problems from the international planning competition.
FODD-PLANNER provides several improvements over pre-
vious work on FODDs (Wang, Joshi, and Khardon 2008).
The improvements include the reduction operators R10,
R11 and the Sub-Apart operator, and several speedup and
value approximation techniques. Taken together, these im-
provements provide substantial speedup making the ap-
proach practical. Therefore, the results show that abstraction
through compact representation is a promising approach to
stochastic planning.

While this work makes a significant improvement in terms
of run time and processing power of FODDs there are many
open questions. Our set of reductions is still heuristic and
does not guarantee a canonical form for diagrams which

is instrumental for efficiency of propositional algorithms.
Identifying such “complete” sets of reductions operators and
canonical forms is an interesting challenge. Identifying a
practically good set of operators trading off complexity for
reduction power is crucial for further speedup. Another im-
provement may be possible by using the FODD based pol-
icy iteration algorithm (Wang and Khardon 2007). This may
allow us to avoid approximation of infinite size value func-
tions in cases where the policy is still compact (for which
there are known examples). Finally, this work suggests the
potential of using FODDs as the underlying representation
for relational reinforcement learning. Therefore, it willbe
interesting to develop learning algorithms for FODDs.
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